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Proposal for a Revised Judging 
Approval Process

Judging Operations and the Executive Field Staff have fielded many questions 
from prospective applicants as to whether they should apply now or wait for  

the “new system.” Please understand; it is not our place to advise judges  
whether they should or should not apply at this time, ultimately that must  
be the individual’s decision. 
Due to the fact that there has not been a vote to approve a revised Judging 
Approval Process or even a final proposal at this time, it would be remiss for us 
to tell any applicant what he/she should or should not do. What we can do is 
provide clarity so one may make an educated decision. 
At this point, there is no definite time as to when or if a new or revised Judging 
Approval Process will be adopted and subsequently, effective. What was 
forwarded to the fancy for comment was a proposal sent by the Board seeking 
feedback. It was not an approved version of a revised Judging Approval 
Process. Due to the tremendous and thoughtful feedback received, the Board 
continues to examine all information to determine what revisions are warranted 
before considering for vote. There is no guarantee that the original documents 
forwarded will be considered let alone adopted as is. 
If and when a revised Judging Approval Process has been adopted by the Board, 
and an implementation date has been established, the Judging Operations 
Department will disseminate that information to the judging community. Until 
that should occur, all applications submitted must satisfy the requirements of the 
current Judging Approval Process. 
Ultimately the answer to the question as to whether it is best to apply now or 
later depends upon if the judge wishes to progress now, or wait for a process 
whose exact details and date of approval are presently unknown. Individuals 
who are planning to apply for additional breeds are encouraged to thoroughly 
review the information posted on the AKC website regarding Applying for 
Additional Breeds. 
As always, Judging Operations is available to answer any questions concerning 
judging or judging applications.

Late Breaking News
As a result of the February 2015 Board meeting, the Sloughi 
will be accepted into the Hound Group and American Hairless 
Terrier will be accepted into the Terrier Group eligible for 
competition in regular breeds classed on January 1, 2016.

http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Judging_Approval_Process-Rev4-24-2014.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Add_Breed_Info_Forms.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Add_Breed_Info_Forms.pdf
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On January 29, the AKC Judging Operations 
Department sent to all AKC Conformation 
judges an email announcing that the 
Measuring and Weighing Technique video is 
now available.

It is essential for judges approved for breeds 
with height and/or weight as breed standard 
disqualifications or conditions of class to be 
proficient in the proper procedure associated 
with determining whether a dog’s height or 
weight is within the acceptable range. We do 
hope that our judges will find this resource 
a beneficial tool. Proper judging procedure 
is essential to inspire the confidence of our 
exhibitors and spectators. We anticipate the 
video to be helpful to exhibitors as well as it 
is in their best interest to be familiar with the 
applicable policies and procedures associated 
with measuring or weighing dogs.

The video is available on the AKC website 
at the top of the Standards, Study Guides, 
Mentors, Breed Exams page which can also 

be accessed via the Conformation Judging 
Resource Center. The video can also be found 
on AKC’s YouTube channel.

Please do not hesitate to contact Judging 
Operations for additional information or 
articles regarding the proper use of wickets 
and/or scales. You are also encouraged to 
speak with the Executive Field Representative 
in attendance at any upcoming event.

Anytime is a good time to review the wicket 
and scale. The AKC Executive Field Staff 
conducts Wicket and Scale demonstrations on 
a regular basis. If you cannot find a clinic, ask 
your Field Representative where one may be 
offered; we are here to help. 
If you intend to apply for the approval of 
any breeds in the future (new or additional) 
with height or weight as a disqualification 
or condition of class, a wicket and/or scales 
exam will be required.  If you are not confident 
in your procedure in these areas, a refresher 
course is strongly advised. 
The wicket and/or scales exam is required even 
if you are currently approved for measurable 
breeds. Breeds may also have a maximum and 
minimum height requirement, ensure you 
are comfortable with both. To assist, Judging 

Operations has provided specifics as to what 
is required to pass and what would result in 
a failure of the wicket and scales exams. This 
information can be found in the Winter 2013 
and the Winter 2014 issues of The Standard as 
well as the PowerPoint tutorial Measuring and 
Weighing Dogs posted on the AKC website.
Don't hold up your application! Failure to 
satisfactorily pass the wicket or scale test will 
result in the entire application being put on 
hold for three months and a second test must 
be arranged. A passing grade must be achieved 
in order for your application to be reviewed by 
Judges Review Committee. Remember, always 
have your tape measure and glasses available 
in the ring and out. You never know when the 
wicket or scale will come knocking. 

Wicket & Scale Video Now Available!

Weights and Measures By Jane Myers  
AKC Executive Field Representative

http://emessage.akc.org/K0001QL00Mid2VvFr09B0F0
http://emessage.akc.org/eB0FeF02000LQi0019WMr0v
http://emessage.akc.org/eB0FeF02000LQi0019WMr0v
http://emessage.akc.org/Y0v1i0XBr000F002MLQ0fF9
http://emessage.akc.org/Y0v1i0XBr000F002MLQ0fF9
http://emessage.akc.org/iYiQ0BL9rgM00v000F02F01
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/newsletter/Winter2013.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/newsletter/Winter2014.pdf
http://emessage.akc.org/K0001QL00Mid2VvFr09B0F0
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Contents
~IN THIS ISSUE~ The Board at its October 2013 meeting adopted the following 

policy concerning group approval for Conformation Judges 
effective April 1, 2014.
•   An AKC judge approved to judge breeds comprising 80% of 

the entries in a group competition the previous year could be 
approved for the group after passing the breed standard tests 
and submission of a $25 non-refundable processing fee per 
breed for the remaining breeds in that group.

•   The group approval would be for no more than three years, 
dating from the first group assignment.

•   May not be assigned breeds not currently approved on either 
regular or permit basis constituting the balance of the group.

•   Group status removed after three years if judge has failed to 
gain approval for the balance of the breeds within the group.

Annually in January, Judging Operations receives a report 
indicating the number of dogs in competition from the previous 
year. These figures are used to calculate the 80% of entries the 
group for the following year. Notification has been sent by 
Judging Operations to those individuals who were calculated 
as eligible to request group status based upon breeds currently 
approved (regular and permit status) and the 2014 statistics. 
We do ask that judges refrain from contacting Judging Operations 
asking if they may apply as we will provide that information to 
those who qualify. Judging Operations notifies via email or mail:
•   Judges eligible to request group status following calculation of 

entries from previous year 
•   Judges eligible to request group status as a result of newly 

approved breeds
The 2014 Dogs in Competition data has been posted on the AKC 
website for those who may want to consider this information 
when applying for additional breeds or to calculate if they are 
eligible to request approval to judge the group competition.  
Eligible individuals who wish to request group status will be 
required to complete the following:
•   Group Status request form 
•   25 question breed exam for each breed not currently approved 

in applicable group. 
     – Exams available on AKC website

•   Submit to Judging Operations ➞ completed form, answer 
sheets for all applicable breed exams and $25 non-refundable 
processing fee per breed not currently approved in group (#of 
fees = # of exams)

Approval is granted upon confirmation of passing all applicable 
exams and submission of all required fees. Group requests will 
be processed bi-monthly and the judge’s information in the AKC 
online judge’s directory will be updated accordingly. 
Answers to additional questions related to this policy can be 
found in the FAQ document posted on the AKC website. The 
policy in its entirety can be read as part of the Judging Approval 
Process also available on the AKC website.  
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http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/2014_Competitors_Group.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Group_Status_Request.pdf
http://www.akc.org/judges/guides/
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/80policyFAQ.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Judging_Approval_Process-Rev4-24-2014.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Judging_Approval_Process-Rev4-24-2014.pdf
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Dear AKC Judge,
Twelve months ago, the staff of the 
AKC began a long and arduous journey 
to develop a new website for all of our 
constituents and also as a platform to 
reach the every day dog owner.

As many of you know, we have 
attempted many changes and updates 
to the AKC website and we have never 
been able to satisfy either our current 
website users or been able to attract 
new users.

For this reason, we spent a serious 
amount of time taking in feedback from 
our Delegate Committee, our aspiring 
audience and also our current users. 

We came up with various goals and objectives:
1.   We must become the number one destination for all things dog – be it education, find a dog or things to 

do with your dog.
2.   We must become mobile optimized – 45%+ of our audience visits us from mobile or tablet devices and 

this number is only growing. We must provide the best experience for those using these devices.
3.   We must expand the breed pages – the most used pages on our website are our breed pages, we must 

expand these to be shareable and give the public the ability to interact on these pages and they should 
act as a funnel to finding a breeder, finding a club or finding a meet-up to get active with your dog.

4.   We must be able to create a newsroom and flow of continuous content - we have had so much success 
with articles going viral from WOOFipedia as our 2.5M fans love sharing the articles and commenting. 
It was critical that our website used this basis and allows the AKC content to reach the general public 
frequently and across mediums they are using.

5.   The website must be fluid – what we mean by this is that we must be able to add and alter pages in near 
real-time to give our constituents the best possible user experience.

6.   We must use the site to blend our experience and heritage with the new fast paced world and put 
special attention on breeders, the art of breeding, the benefits of the purpose-bred dog and the sport of 
dogs. We must take our message and mission and make it digestible to the everyday dog owner.

After 12 months, we are proud to say, as you may 
already be aware, that we have launched the new 
AKC website. We will be communicating with the 
fancy continually so that it may provide feedback 
and comments on the changes and additions that it 
would like to see. Our goal is to grow this site and add 
to it to match the needs of our entire audience.

We hope it represents you well and that you share 
the pride in it that the AKC staff and AKC Website 
Delegate Committee do.

Chris Walker 
VP, Marketing & Communications

http://akc.org
http://akc.org
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Reminder to all judges as included in the Fall 2014 issue of The Standard, the following 
modifications to policies regarding the use of ramps were adopted by the Board and 
effective January 1, 2015:

•   Chow Chows must be judged on the ramp at the breed, Group and Best in 
Show levels.

•   The requirement** for Basset Hounds, Bulldogs and Chow Chows to be judged 
on the ramp extends to all conformation competition held at AKC conformation 
dog shows and any AKC event where a conformation title may be earned. 
This policy applies to Junior Showmanship, the 4–6 Month Beginner Puppy 
Competition, the AKC National Owner-Handled Series (NOHS), and all other 
special attractions that offer Group and BIS competitions.

•   English Springer Spaniels and Cardigan Welsh Corgis may be judged on the 
ramp at the discretion of the judge.

•   The ramp may be used at the discretion of the judge for all ramp optional breeds 
through all levels of competition including Group and Best in Show judging.

•   The requirement for judges requesting the use of a ramp to provide notification 
to the superintendent/show secretary 5 to 10 business days prior to the event 
was removed.

In addition, Staff wrote to the parent clubs for all ramp optional breeds, inquiring if 
the breed wished to remain as optional at the discretion of the judge or to be expected 
(required) to be judged on the ramp through all levels of competition. The respond by 
date for this inquiry is March 15, 2015. Once the date has passed, Judging Operations will 
make any necessary modifications to the Table-Ramp List and post on the AKC website. 
Notification of any changes will also be sent to the judging community with all changes 
effective July 1, 2015.  

Use of the Ramp

QDoes the requirement for table breeds to be re-examined on the table 
also extend to breeds required to be examined on the ramp?

answer:    No. The policy requiring table breeds to be placed back on the 
table for re-examination is directly related to the size and stature of those breeds 
and preventing situations which may startle or scare entries. If a judge wishes 
to re-examine a specific aspect of an entry in a ramp mandatory breed, it is not 
required to place the dog back on the ramp. However, the entry should be placed 
on the ramp if it is to be a complete re-examination of the dog.

Ask Ops

http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/newsletter/Fall2014.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/table_breeds.pdf
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The Judging Operations Department 
acknowledges the fact that typically 

low entries in a number of breeds make it 
extremely difficult to satisfy the requirement 
to judge them three times as a Permit Judge. 
In some instances, Judging Operations will 
consider waiving part of that requirement. 

Waiving any part of the requirement to judge 
new breeds three times is a matter subject to 
review on a case by case basis. Several other 
factors will influence any decision, such as: 
how many times the breed(s) were scheduled 
to be judged; how many times they were 

judged; how large the actual entries were; and 
how soon the next assignment(s) is. Decisions 
are made considering all of the previously 
mentioned factors. 

The “Low Entry Breeds” may be used as a 
guideline when considering waiving part 
of the requirement to judge new breeds 
before granting regular status. It may also 
be applied when considering the availability 
of educational opportunities on applications 
for new breeds. Please visit the updated 
Low Entry Breeds List on the AKC website, 
effective March 1, 2015. 

The Berger Picard and Miniature American 
Shepherd will be accepted into the Herding 

Group and the Lagottto Ramagnolo will be into 
the Sporting Group, eligible for competition in 
regular breed classes on July 1, 2015.
Notification was sent via email to all Sporting 
and Herding group judges to take the 
applicable exam(s) to maintain group status 
in October and included in the Summer 2014 
issue of The Standard. Judges approved for 
all breeds within the respective group and 
successfully completed the requirements 
(including submission of processing fees) have 
received approval to judge the new breed(s) at 
shows held after July 1, 2015.
Additional breed applications submitted for the 
balance of the Sporting and Herding Groups, 
received prior to July 1, 2015 will be required to 
be interviewed and a payment of $25 on these 
breed at the time of the scheduled interview by 
the office. Applicants who fail the interview by 
the Executive Field Representative will not be 

approved to judge the Berger Picard, Miniature 
American Shepherd and Lagotto Romagnolo, 
as a result, regardless of the Judges Review 
Committee’s decision on the balance of the 
group applied, applicant will not be approved 
to judge the applicable Group(s).
AKC approved judges who can demonstrate 
significant background in the breed may apply 
to judge under the Adjunct System. Examples 
of “significant background” would be:
•   Experience in owning, breeding, exhibiting 

and/or handling the breed. 
•   Background in judging multiple events with a 

significant number of entries.
Individuals wishing to apply using the Adjunct 
Method must submit an application and a 
processing fee. Adjunct applications will be 
accepted until June 30, 2015. Those who miss 
the deadline must apply under the current 
system. Applications are available on the 
website or by contacting Judging Operations. 

2015 Low Entry Breed List

Adjunct ApplicationsReminder!

http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/LowBreedEntryList.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/LowBreedEntryList.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/newsletter/Summer2014.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/newsletter/Summer2014.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Adjunct_Application_06.pdf
http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/Adjunct_Application_06.pdf
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To All Doberman Judges,

The Doberman Pinscher Club of America would like to take the opportunity to 

address points pertaining to cropping and docking in our breed. 

Our standard reads “Tail – docked at approximately second joint, appears to 

be a continuation of the spine, and is carried only slightly above the horizontal 

when the dog is alert.” Tails that are not docked vary from the standard 

substantially and detract from true breed type.

Regarding ears, the standard reads “Ears – normally cropped and carried 

erect.” This wording is unfortunate as it leaves an interpretation that was not 

intended. A more appropriate wording may have been “Ears – cropped 

normally and carried erect.”

When the standard was written with this phrase, the authors intended it to 

mean that the ears are cropped in a normal manner not long, short, wide, 

narrow, etc. The word “normally” before the word “cropped” has been 

interpreted by some to mean that the ears are “typically” or “usually" cropped. 

This is not as intended.

A dog with uncropped ears deviates from the standard in two specific manners 

(1) it is not cropped and (2) the ears are not carried erect. Further, in the 

general description the standard states that the Doberman look is “determined, 

alert, fearless, loyal and obedient.” Natural ears have a much softer and 

less daunting look than the erect ears of a cropped Doberman. A soft look is 

counter to the appearance desired in our breed.

Given these issues, natural ears should be considered to have three deviations 

from the standard.

The pure-bred dog sport has long held that the origin of a breed and its breed 

type is sacrosanct. The Doberman’s origin is that of a personal protection dog. 

The ears were cropped and the tail was docked for a purpose, that being to 

limit the number of “handles” that an attacker could use.

The Doberman has been a cropped and docked breed since its inception. 

Over 120 years of being cropped and docked has created an appearance 

that is now set as part of breed type.

It is often said that one should be able to identify a breed by seeing only the 

head. As a corollary to this, one should be able to identify a breed solely by its 

silhouette. The Doberman silhouette cannot be identified as correct breed type 

if it has natural ears and an undocked tail.

Ultimately, AKC Rules are specific in granting judges full discretionary power 

over the entries in their ring. As the judge, it is at your discretion whether or not 

to award a dog with a natural tail and/or ears. The DPCA does request that 

you consider these thoughts when judging our breed. Deviations from standard 

should be weighted appropriately and awards determined by the assimilation 

of the overall positive characteristics of your exhibits. 

http://www.dpca.org/
http://www.dpca.org/
http://www.dpca.org/
http://www.dpca.org/
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We’ve all seen it, been there, but hopefully not 
done that. Specifically, it is the eventuality 
of a dog show medical emergency situation. 
If and when an emergency does occur in your 
ring or very close to the ring, what’s the proper 
protocol aside from screaming for the EMTs? 

Let’s say you are judging a large Open class, 
hear a commotion erupt from behind as you 
are examining a dog, turn quickly and see one 
of your exhibitors on the ground. The obvious 
immediate response is to seek aid for the man 
down, then as “chief ring officer,” should be to 
help control the scene. The common response 
from bystanders witnessing human distress is 
to crowd around and offer whatever assistance 
one deems himself qualified to give. A mélange 
of people milling about holding dogs on leashes 
in a small space is a recipe for further disaster, 

not to mention those who may have jumped 
over the ring rope from outside to help. EMTs 
need room to work without an onslaught of 
shaken and curious exhibitors hovering over 
their shoulder. You are one of the nearest on 
scene and a reasonable reaction should be to 
assist the show committee and attending rep in 
clearing the immediate area so help can quickly 
and safely reach the victim; the most prudent 
action being to have all the exhibitors exit the 
ring while medical aid is being administered. 
If necessary, quickly jot down the armband 
number of the exhibit being examined prior to 

By Sue Vroom, AKC Executive Field Representative

In Case of

In the event of a serious medical 
issue, the priority is to the welfare of 
the ill or injured, rather than the show 
scheduling if your ring is occupied 
with emergency personnel.

the stop in order to alleviate confusion when 
you are able to call the class back into the 
ring to resume.  Have your steward check off 
numbers as they exit and ask them to stand by 
so they may return quickly when the situation 
clears. If the incident occurs in close proximity 
to your ring and requires the passage and 
distraction of an emergency vehicle, you may 
want to momentarily stop judging until the 
situation calms. If there is a significant delay 
before judging may resume, make a notation 
in your judge’s book explaining the cause of 
the time lapse in the start and finish time. 
The superintendent will have included the 
incident in the show report as well. 

In the event of a serious medical issue, the 
priority is to the welfare of the ill or injured, 
rather than the show scheduling if your ring 
is occupied with emergency personnel.

On a related topic, if an exhibitor requests to 
be excused, unless it is an obvious attempt 
to avoid a wicket/scale measurement 
or any otherwise potential unfavorable 
evaluative outcome, allow the exhibitor to be 
excused from the class. It may be that he is 
experiencing some illness symptom or maybe 
having an issue with his dog, etc. The point 
is that if the request is denied and exhibitor 
does in fact have a medical emergency, 
there could be a liability on the part of the 
judge and possibly the show-giving club. It 
is acceptable to ask the exhibitor what the 
nature of the excusal request is, but don’t 
make any assessment as to the validity if 
it pertains to the health of the dog or the 
exhibitor. Common sense should be the 
compass when dealing with the “never had 
that happen before at a dog show” scenario 
that occurs on a somewhat on-going basis for 
a lot of us.
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Is having an “Eye for Dogs” a natural occurring phenomenon, instinct, or is it the 
culmination of learned behavior, accumulated knowledge, believing in yourself enough 
to make a snap decision and the confidence to make a mistake?

When a person with a true “Eye for Dogs” looks at a dog, do they see a matrix appear in 
their mind with tables, formulas and equations? Are they thinking “head proportions, coat, 
loin, tail, croup, topline, eyes, ears, scimitar, whorls, and griffonage, truncated” … Do they 
take apart and analyze every visible characteristic; or do they seemingly have a subconscious 
ability to recognize distinctive breed specific nuances, skipping all the “thinking” and going 
straight to choosing the one that just “Looks Right”? 

An interesting book titled BLINK, authored by Malcom Gladwell addresses and gives examples 
of different thinking processes, and the art of making sense of complicated situations in a 
flash. Actually, the book is about how to “Think Without Thinking”! 

The book is not a dog book or Dog Show Judging book , in fact I’m not sure the word “Dog” is 
even in the book; however many things discussed in the book can directly relate to Dog Show 
Judging. It mentions recognizing (or subconsciously) recognizing type, nuances, subtleties, 
gist’s and “Distinctive Signature.” It dwells into making judgments based on “a hunch.” It 
tells how efficient decisions can be made by “uncluttering” of the facts and figures which are 
not necessarily needed at that time; basically, refining your decision making. The question is 
asked “Does every distinctive property need analyzed” to make the correct choice? Actually, 
studies are discussed where correct unconscious decisions may be different than if you 
decipher, analyze and Judge every fact, figure, nuance, subtleties and characteristics.

The subject of prioritizing, analyzing information (and over analyzing) and refining final 
judgment is discussed. Furthermore, attitude, decisive (or indecisive) appearance and body 
language, confidence, tone of voice are addressed. Why does one person have the appearance 
of being more superior in skill yet be considerably less skilled.

It mentions that someone may not know how they know something nor can they teach 
someone else. However, you should respect knowing what you know, not why you know  
it – “Trust your abilities.”

It’s hard to fully describe everything addressed in this book. It isn’t a story book and it doesn’t 
have a “plot,” however, most anyone who has judged can relate to things explained in every 
chapter. 

Reading this book may not tell you if you have an “Eye for Dogs,” or if you can be 
taught to have an “Eye,” but it very well could have you reevaluate your thought 
processes and decision making in the ring. 

By Lee Herr, AKC Executive Field Representative

I would have an

   “Eye for Dogs”
             if I didn’t think so much.
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Grooming
The Parson Russell Terrier is first and foremost, a working 
terrier. Our breed standard includes the following 
regarding grooming: 

" Important to breed type is a natural appearance: harsh, 
weatherproof coat with a compact construction and clean 
silhouette." 

" The terrier is shown in his natural appearance not excessively 
groomed. Sculpturing is to be severely penalized." 

For the most part, Parsons walk into the show ring properly 
groomed. On occasion you may encounter a Parson who’s 
grooming may be considered “improper” or not consistent 
with the approved breed standard. Examples would be 
coats stripped down to the skin (total lack of coat); excess 
tufts of hair on the prosternum, shoulders or hindquarters; 
sculptured “skirts”; exaggerated and overgrown beards 
and eyebrows; and excessive leg furnishings. 

Proportions
The proportions of the Parson are unique from that of the 
Fox Terrier or the Russell Terrier. 

“ In overall length to height proportion, the dog appears 
approximately square and balanced. The back is neither 
short nor long.” 

As stated in the excerpt above, Parsons are to appear 
approximately square with a back that is neither short nor 
long. Characteristics inconsistent with these aspects would 
be deviations from the standard and must be weighed 
appropriately when evaluating entries displaying them. 

Movement
The Parson was bred to travel long distances on a hunting 
day across the English countryside, so proper movement 
is imperative. Gait that displays stilted or hackney 
movement would not be consistent with the standard or 
the purpose of the breed. 

“ Movement or action is the crucial test of conformation. A 
tireless ground covering trot displaying good reach in front 
with the hindquarters providing plenty of drive. Pasterns 
break lightly on forward motion with no hint of hackney-
like action or goose-stepping.” Shoulders: Long and 
sloping, well laid back, cleanly cut at the withers. Point of 
shoulder sits in a plane behind the point of the prosternum. 
The shoulder blade and upper arm are of approximately the 
same length; forelimbs are placed well under the dog. 

Spanning & Height
Spanning is an essential component of conducting a breed 
specific examination. It is required to span the Parson 
during examination; however, as it is difficult to get a true 
span from the table you will want to feel flexibility in the 
chest as the chest must compress to allow for entry into 
and exit from a fox’s earth.

“ To measure a terrier’s chest, span from behind, raising 
only the front feet from the ground, and compress gently. 
Directly behind the elbows is the smaller, firm part of the 
chest. The central part is usually larger but should feel 
rather elastic.” 

   Chest: Narrow and of moderate depth, giving an athletic 
rather than heavily-chested appearance; must be flexible 
and compressible. The ribs are fairly well sprung, oval 
rather than round, not extending past the level of the elbow.  

The parent club included height as a standard 
disqualification for a reason. Judges should not hesitate in 
measuring an entry which he or she feels may be outside 
of the acceptable limits. It is better to measure and be sure 
than to guess. 

The ideal height of a mature dog is 14 inches at the highest 
point of the shoulder blade, and bitches 13 inches. Terriers 
whose heights measure either slightly larger or smaller than 
the ideal are not to be penalized in the show ring provided 
other points of their conformation, especially balance, are 
consistent with the working aspects of the standard. Larger 
dogs must remain spannable and smaller dogs must continue 
to exhibit breed type and sufficient bone to allow them to 
work successfully. 
Disqualification – Height under 12 inches or over 15 inches.

A 12 inch terrier must have substance just as the 15 
inch terrier must be moderate so that he can perform 
underground work successfully. While an ideal Parson 
male is 14" and an ideal bitch is 12" in height, variances 
within the acceptable range should not be penalized in 
lieu of the overall dog. 
We do hope that this information will be of assistance to 
our judges. Please do not hesitate to contact the PRTAA 
Judges Education Committee at ndoughe982@aol.com 
with any questions.

Judging the Parson Russell Terrier
The Parson Russell Terrier Association of America (PRTAA) Judges Education 
Committee is writing to address concerns that have been expressed regarding 
the judging of our breed. We do ask all who may judge our breed carefully 
review the information provided. Please be reminded that the Parson is 
entirely different from the Fox Terrier or the Russell Terrier. 

mailto:ndoughe982%40aol.com%20?subject=
http://www.prtaa.org/
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The Judging Operations Department hosted its 
Advanced Judging Institute in-conjunction with the 
AKC/Eukanuba National Championship and the 
Florida Classic shows in Orlando, FL December 9-12, 
2014. For the third consecutive year, this event was 
co-hosted by the Dog Judges Association of America 
(DJAA). 
This past year, individual breed seminars and 
hands-on workshops were offered for each breed 
in the Hound and Herding groups. A few changes 
were made as result of learning from our experience 
the previous year. This past year, two of the rooms 
used for the hands-on workshops were “double 
rooms,” providing sufficient space to properly gait 
larger breeds and accommodate the higher number 
of attendees. Another change was limiting the 
number of attendees for the individual seminars. 
The unfortunate result was that all were not able 
to attend the breed presentations he or she desired. 
In the end, the welfare of the dogs had to be our 
primary consideration. 

Even with limiting attendance, the response was 
tremendous once again. A total of 158 judges 
attended seminars over the week in 56 breeds. In 
addition, attendees had the opportunity to attend 
a seminar for Judging Junior Showmanship and 
a seminar/workshop in measuring and weighing 
technique.
We do thank all of our Judges Education Coordinators 
and presenters. The success of this Institute is not 
feasible without their efforts and dedication. We also 
thank the DJAA, whose member volunteers were 
responsible for monitoring the seminar and hands-
on rooms. 
Look forward to 2015, our intent is to offer two groups 
once again: Sporting and Toy. As soon as plans are 
finalized, we will notify the judging community 
and post information on the AKC website. It was 
encouraging to witness the enthusiasm of everyone. 
We are all striving for the same goal – quality judges 
and judging at AKC events.  

2014 Advanced Judging Institute

This article appeared in a recent forum on Facebook 
and I think it is a lesson that bears repeating…

I have trained competition obedience dogs for a lot of 
years. I have taught all levels of obedience classes as a 
volunteer for non-profit organizations such as clubs. At 
an instructor seminar years ago, the seminar giver told 
a story. She had a woman in a beginner class and every 
week, the woman brought her dog to class and the dog 
was no more trained than it was the previous week – not 
even the bare basics like “sit.” In frustration, the instructor 
took the woman aside after class and asked her why she 
wasn’t making any progress in her training (in a nice way, 
hoping she could help). When the woman didn’t really 
have an answer, the instructor’s frustration showed a 
bit. Later that evening, she got an angry phone call from 
the woman’s daughter. It turns out her mother was an 
agoraphobe, and hadn’t left the house in more than 10 
years, until she took this class. Going out with her dog 
gave her enough confidence to overcome her fear, but 
being singled out and “criticized” (in her mind) made her 
decide to drop the class and stay inside again.

By Mary Dukes, AKC Executive Field Representative

Be Kind

Later, I had someone in a beginner class who struggled 
with very simple training. Her cute, tiny poodle was 
adorable and smart, and I couldn’t understand why 
she was having so much trouble. But, remembering the 
story, we gave her extra help. Even the other students in 
the class encouraged her and helped. They made huge 
improvement the last couple weeks of class and were 
voted “most improved.” At the end of the last class, she 
came to me and told me that the class and the extra help 
literally saved the dog’s life. He had been so naughty and 
got into so much trouble before having the class that they 
were going to take him to the shelter and give him up if 
the class didn’t help them get control of him.

We CANNOT know why people get involved, things 
with which they struggle, how hard it may be to even 
participate in a forum and ask questions, etc. Don’t 
assume everyone is like you. Be kind, whenever possible.
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1 “ It is first necessary for a judge to know dogs 
generally before he can know any breed of dog 
in particular.” – Irving C. Ackerman, 1939

2 “ A good judge looks for virtues in every dog. 
Fault judging is lazy judging, the pitfall of the 
inexperienced. The dog is picked apart and 
never put back together.” – Mrs. George W. Dow, 
1975

3 “ The breeder furnishes the dogs, but it is the 
judge who decides the type.” – H.W. Lacy, 1925

4 “ Go over every dog carefully, if for no other 
reason than to make a friend of each exhibitor 
by causing him to feel that he has a ‘run for his 
money’ at least.” – Garvin Denby, 1931

5 “ Hesitancy in judging creates a bad impression 
on the ringside. Too much speed in judging, 
however, is quite as bad. Exhibitors are never 
satisfied when the judge has rushed through his 
work, even when he has done a good job.”  
– W. Edgar Baker, 1938

6 “ Knowledgeable judging is the ability to 
reconcile oneself to the fact that no perfect 
dog has yet been produced.” – Anna Katherine 
Nicholas, 1967

7 “ A judge who has acted entirely in good faith 
does not feel the necessity of defending himself 
and his placings.” – John Kemps, 1946

8 “ You were invited as an expert. Be one.”  
– Anne Rogers Clark, 1996

8 Ways  
of Looking  
at a Dog  
Show Judge

“First Match,” May 1957 Gazette

Reprinted from the AKC Gazette – “Times Past”

What makes a good judge? 

The judges themselves have been kicking 
around that question in our pages for  
125 years. Here are some answers.



By Michael Szabo, AKC Executive Field Representative

It’s a Team Effort
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It starts with your arrival to the ring in the morning. Meet and  
greet your ring steward with a light conversation making him or her  
feel at ease. Your ring steward plays a vital part to your assignment. 

Following are three ways to ensure your day goes by smoothly:

➊ Be specific on what you are expecting from your ring steward.
  • Where you want the dogs brought in.
  • How to get your ribbons ready for you.
  • Inform you if a dog has been marked absent or has not picked up.
  • Procedure you want followed for handler changes or for late arrivals.
  •  Reminders you may require for National Owner Handled Series or Special Attractions.

➋ Please try to be respectful of your ring steward.
  • You may not have that experienced ring steward you hoped for.
  • If you are not having a good day, do not take it out on your ring steward.
  • Remember we all had to start somewhere.

➌ You may need a replacement as your last resort.
  •  If you have politely tried to get your needs across to your ring steward, and they are not getting done.
  • If your assignment is running behind on time, due to your ring steward.
  •  If your experience tells you enough is enough, then it is up to you to get the show chairperson involved.

In the end, it boils down to a team effort between you and your ring steward. If assigned a novice steward, the way 
that you elect to or not to handle is up to you. However, you are ultimately responsible for your ring. That little bit of 
knowledge you share with your ring steward may help the judge in the future who is assigned the same steward.

While judging dogs, all eyes are on you. In order to provide a positive experience, careful consideration 
should be given to comfort as well as style and professionalism. 

The first suggestion would be to start with your shoes. Are you able to walk and stand in them ALL day 
easily…without adding any extra strain on your feet? A long day (often times on concrete) can be made 
significantly unpleasant if you are sacrificing comfort for style and looks. With that said, please leave the crocs 
and sneakers at home or, at least in the hotel. Remember, all eyes are on you. 
As an AKC judge, you are tasked with wearing proper attire. For gentleman, this would include a coat and 
tie (weather permitting) and ladies should dress accordingly. This could be interpreted as “dress to impress.” 
This simply means make an effort. Look as professional as you feel comfortable. Try “marrying” (if you will) 
a nice combination of professional and comfort. AKC judges should appear professional in their attire. A 
side note for those approved to judge Junior Showmanship, steer clear of offering any style or fashion advice 
to the junior handler. There are many factors entering into a Junior’s clothing choice, unbeknownst to you 
as the judge. It is not necessary or advised to evaluate their clothing or to comment on their clothing. Lead 
by example. You, as the American Kennel Club judge, always present yourself as professionally as you feel 
comfortable. Good luck and enjoy yourself out there. 

By Diana Wilson, AKC Executive Field Representative

Dressing the Part Style ✦ Comfort ✦ Professional
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Mr. G. William Andree (IN)
Mr. Peter W Bauer (WI) 
Mr. Peter A Baynes (SC)
Mr. Richard G. Beaucamp (CA)
Mrs. Gloria Coleman (CA)
Dr. David G. Doane (TN)
Dr. Alvin Grossman (AZ) 
Mr. Anthony “Bud” Gutilla (OH)
Mr. George Adkins (TX)
Mrs. Jerelyn Atwell-Paul (IL)
Mr. Frank Bob Joseph Bartos (WA)
Mrs. Linda D. Caldwell (HI)
Ms. Gloria-Jean Clouser (PA)
Mrs. Estelle B. Cohen (PA)
Mr. Michael J. Dachel (WI)
Mrs. Pamela J. Foulk (OH)
Mrs. Sandi F. Goldman (PA)
Mrs. Theresa Terry Goldman (FL)
Mrs. Delberta Gogulski (MI)

Mrs. Virginia Sullivan Hampton (PA)
Ms. Mary Lou Harris (MI)
Mrs. Bettejean Hilliard (OH)
Mrs. Evelyn John H. Honig (FL)
Mr. Joseph Inguaggiato (NY)
Mr. Lawrence Kaplan (NY)
Ms. Sherrie Bercklin Morgan (WI)
Dr. William R. Newman (PA)
Ms. Susan Parsons (TX)
Mrs. Thomas F. Powers (CA)
Mr. Roy Prado (CA)
Mrs. Maredith C. Reggie (IN)
Mr. Don Rogers (MS)
Ms. Nancy Shaffer Smith (MT)
Mrs. Cynthia Sommers (NM)
Mr. John A. Studebaker (MI)
Mr. Bertram M. Tormey (NY) 
Dr. Todd D.L. Woods (OR)

We give dogs time we can spare, space we can spare and love we can  
spare. And in return, dogs give us their all. It’s the best deal man has ever  
made. – M. Acklam

You can say any foolish thing to a dog and the dog will give you a look that 
says, ‘My God, you’re right! I never would’ve thought of that!’ – Dave Barry

If you think dogs can’t count, try putting three dog biscuits in your pocket  
and then giving Binky only two of them. – Phil Pastoret

IN MEMORIAM
Gone from our sight, but never our memories.

Gone from our touch, but never our hearts.

The Friends We Lost In 2014
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The American Kennel Club for 
Approved Conformation and 
Junior Showmanship Judges

The Only Institute Approved by the American Kennel Club to Fulfill the 
Requirement for Judging Applicants Applying After January 1, 2009

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SEMINAR ENCOURAGED
 Ring Procedure • Evaluating Dogs • The Approval Process

Edison, NJ • Sat. March 21 
In conjunction with the New Brunswick Kennel Club Show

Gray Summit, MO • Sat. May 2 
In conjunction with the Spirit of the Heartland Kennel Club Shows

Puyallup, WA • Sat. June 6 
In conjunction with the Puyallup Dog Fanciers Show

Houston, TX • Sat. July 18 
In conjunction with the Houston World Series of Dog Shows

 Orlando, FL • Tues.-Fri., Dec. 8-11
AKC Advanced Toy and Sporting Institute

In conjunction with the AKC/Eukanuba National Cham ptionship

AKC Advanced Judges Institutes

For additional information including registration, contact Kathy Caruana at kac1@akc.org or (919) 816-3862.

To view the complete listing of seminars and to download registration forms, click here.

The AKC Institute for Aspiring  
and Newly Approved Judges (“Basic”)

© 2015 The American Kennel Club

Judging Junior Showmanship Seminars

Houston, TX • Sat. July 18 
In conjunction with the Houston World Series of Dog Shows

Wicket and Scales Seminar

Fort Worth, TX • Sat. March 21
In conjunction with the Fort Worth Kennel Club Show

Edison, NJ • Sun. March 22
In conjunction with the New Brunswick Kennel Club Show

Gray Summit, MO • Sat. March 28 
In conjunction with the Spirit of the Columbia Kennel Club Show

Gray Summit, MO • Sun. May 3 
In conjunction with the Spirit of the Heartland Kennel Club Shows

Pomona, CA • Sat. May 23
In conjunction with the Mission Circuit Dog Shows

Fletcher, NC • Sat. May 23
In conjunction with the Henderson Kennel Club Show

Puyallup, WA • Sun. June 7 
In conjunction with the Puyallup Dog Fanciers Show

Houston, TX • Sun. July 19 
In conjunction with the Houston World Series of Dog Shows

Canfield, OH • Sat. Aug. 1 
In conjunction with the Beaver County Kennel Club Show

Reno, NV • Sat. Aug. 15 
In conjunction with the Reno Kennel Club Show

W. Springfield, MA • Sat. Aug. 22 
In conjunction with the Newtown Kennel Club Show

mailto:kac1%40akc.org?subject=
http://www.akc.org/clubs/seminars/seminars.cfm
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